Tips For Locating
Underground Assets
& Services Before
Construction
Many construction projects carried out across a range of industries are affected by the challenge of
working on, in, near or around subsurface infrastructure. Without adequate focus on safe digging practices
to prevent contact with underground utilities and infrastructure, these jobs have the potential to be both
incredibly dangerous and highly expensive. Consider the implications of accidentally striking a water main,
tearing through a telecommunications cable or puncturing a gas line. These are the types of outcomes that
are not only disruptive to the project at hand, but also potentially harmful and costly.
To mitigate these risks, it’s critical for construction teams to carry out fundamental steps like locating
underground assets and services prior to the commencement of work. The following tips provide expert
insight on how to approach this crucial step in the construction process.

Tip 01: Call before you dig.
Before the project even begins, it’s imperative for the
construction or excavation contractor to call 8-1-1. This is the
federally designated call-before-you-dig phone number. Each
state has its own requirements and specifications for digging,
so contacting this number is the best way to ensure these needs
are fulfilled.
At least three business days (but not more than ten business
days) before the work is scheduled to begin, the company in
charge should dial 8-1-1 via phone or make an online request at
call811.com. From there, the local center contacts any affected
utility operators to mark their buried lines with paint or flags.
Once this is complete, the crew should respect the utility marks
and use them as the guide for the duration of the project.

Tip 02: Implement
pre-excavation safety
measures.
With the proper utility marks in place, there are additional
measures for ensuring a comprehensive approach. For starters,
be sure to consult relevant maps or field sketches and identify
all services to buildings, such as gas meters, cable pedestals,
electric cables, water valves, sewer laterals, telephone closures,
etc.
Scan the work site for evidence of trench lines or cleared
ROWs, and be sure to photograph the area with a particular
focus on locater marks and flags. Erect fencing or barricades for
streets or sidewalks, and place caution tape where necessary.

Tip 03: Never make
assumptions.
Even with flags and locators in place, there’s always some risk
of running into conflicting utilities or buried lines. In fact, data
shows these types of occurrences are more prevalent than
ever, with the potential for damages to incur dangerous and
expensive ramifications.
Mistakes happen, and you can never safely assume that you
know the exact location, depth or type of line that exists. In the
end, accuracy is everything—so it’s vital to employ assetlocating methods that afford the highest levels of precision.

Tip 04: Perform test
pitting or potholing.
The methods of test pitting and potholing provide an opportunity
to access the most precise information on the location of
underground assets using visual confirmation. Because they
afford teams the best possible assurance before beginning a
construction job, employing one of these techniques is essential.
Test pitting and potholing are minimally invasive procedures
to examine subsurface conditions through a series of small
excavation holes dug via vacuum excavation or manual shoveling
methods. Vacuum excavation is implemented by applying highly
pressurized streams of water or air to soften the ground soil and
displace it from the test pits or potholes through high-suction
vacuum equipment. The benefit of vacuum excavation is its
ability to move hard or rocky ground without accidentally
puncturing or harming the assets below.

Tip 05: Trust an
experienced pro.
Utilizing the expertise of a knowledgeable and experienced
construction team committed to the health and safety of
everyone involved is essential. Choose a partner who fully
understands and prioritizes the effort of locating underground
utilities and services prior to construction. They should be
implementing OSHA 30 and Operator Qualification training for
field workers, and be dedicated to meeting the most current
levels of safety regulation and compliance.
By applying rigorous standards and practices, like those related
to locating underground assets, a qualified team that places
safety above all else is the best choice for protecting all involved
and achieving optimal outcomes with your construction project.
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